Wanted: Architectural Grads, Healthcare Architect & Practice Manager

Seeking multiple positions including Graduate Architects and a Registered Architect to meet our client’s needs. If credentials are such the candidates could lead to a future partnership. There are multiple opportunities to excel in the firm and we would like to have the chance to introduce our team to the right persons.

With 14 years in operation we provide architectural, interior design & FF&E services in-house and consult with others to deliver a full spectrum of planning and design services to our clients. We take great pride in our ability to plan, design & oversee work to meet our client’s financial & environmental goals while producing exceptional structures enjoyed by all.

Areas of expertise include: Healthcare, Higher Ed., Mixed Use, Commercial, Retail and Senior Living

Requirements/Responsibilities:

- Experience with several building types; healthcare and senior living is a bonus
- Be highly motivated with a high level of confidence
- Architects able to manage supporting staff and oversee full spectrum of A/E services on your projects
- Confidence & respect in your existing client and contractor relationships
- Have excellent communication and management skills
- Technically able to work in Revit, Photoshop, Excel & Word (InDesign is a bonus)
- Desire & comfort to improve upon our existing client relations and to extend services to your own clientele
- Desire to become a Partner in the near future; specific requirements apply.

Compensation/Benefits:

- Competitive Salary to include Profit Sharing. Benefits include Fitness Center membership, HSA Health/vision/dental/STD insurance, vacation/holidays/personal time and 401k investments.

This active time in our industry is an excellent opportunity for you to grow along with us, to work on exciting projects and to be highly rewarded for teaming with us. Send inquiries & references to Bill Cooler at bill@coolerdesign.com.

(Ask about our Sign-on Bonus!)